The iRobot® Roomba® 600 Series cleans your floors on a schedule with the iRobot HOME App1 or at the push of the
CLEAN button, using a patented 3-Stage Cleaning System to pick up dust, dirt and debris.

SMART
iAdapt® Navigation and a full
suite of sensors enable Roomba®
to seamlessly navigate around
obstacles, under furniture, and
along wall edges, while avoiding
stairs and other drop-offs.
•	At just 3.6" (9.2 cm) tall, Roomba has been
specifically designed to fit under most
furniture and kickboards, so dirt has no
place to hide.
•	Roomba detects high concentrations of dirt
and debris and spends more time cleaning
those areas.
•	Cliff-detection sensors allow Roomba to
avoid stairs and other dangerous drop-offs.

SIMPLE
Just press CLEAN on the robot or
in the iRobot HOME App,1 or set a
schedule that is convenient for you.
Select Roomba® models can be
preset to vacuum up to seven times
per week giving you a clean home
every day.
•	With just the press of a button, Roomba gets
to work with no programming required.
•	Roomba automatically adjusts to clean
carpets, tile, hardwood and laminate floors
as it moves through your home.
•	Roomba is always ready to clean because
it automatically returns to its Home Base®
between cleanings to recharge.

CLEAN
The patented 3-Stage Cleaning
System uses a combination of
agitation, brushing, and suction to
remove dust, dirt and hair from
your floors.
•	Brushes loosen embedded debris, while
lifting debris away from the floor surface
allowing the vacuum to pull the debris into
the bin.
•	Spinning side brush sweeps along wall
edges, by pushing debris into the path of the
3-Stage Cleaning System making Roomba
adept at cleaning along wall edges.
•	AeroVac™ Filter captures fine dust
and debris.

•	The iRobot HOME App1 lets you clean and
schedule conveniently, see the status of
cleaning jobs no matter where you are, and
gives you direct access to customer support.
•	Using the iRobot HOME App,1 Roomba can
be preset to vacuum up to seven times per
week, meaning your home can stay clean
every day.
•	With Amazon Alexa or the Google Assistant,
you have hands-free control to start, stop,
or dock your Roomba® 690 vacuuming robot.2
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The iRobot HOME App is only available for select Roomba 600 series models with Wi-Fi connectivity.
Compatible with Wi-Fi® connected Roomba® vacuuming robots only.
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